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You're Cordially Invited
to grandMA3 basic training to be held from Tuesday to Wednesday, 24th - 25th
March 2020 in Total Solution Singapore Office. 

The aim of this course is to familiarize the operator with the functions of the
grandMA3 software and lighting consoles in comparison to the grandMA2 and
the operating philosophy.

REGISTER NOW by fill up the registration form below and send to training@tsm-
int.com 

*Training is based on FIRST-COME-FIRST-SERVE basis.
*Max 2 staff from one company for the training at one time.

Registration Form

https://mailchi.mp/0149c171c14c/tsm-newsletter-august-1323582?e=[UNIQID]
mailto:training@tsm-int.com?subject=grandMA3%20Basic%20Training
mailto:training@tsm-int.com?subject=grandMA3%20Basic%20Training
https://mcusercontent.com/44af5112ac545039c14896133/files/6cd88886-e365-4c61-a781-a2553acd01f3/grandMA3_Training_Registration_Form_SG_.01.pdf


Monthly Products

Astera Titan Tube
Titan is the ultimate LED tube for
filmmakers, TV studios and any
creative person. It emits powerful,
tunable white with ultra-high color
rendering as well as colored light
which can be applied to individual
pixels or the whole tube..

grandMA3 Light 
The console is the work-horse of the
range. It provides the perfect
combination of power and physical
size. The grandMA3 light console is
suitable for all but the most
demanding productions, making it
probably the most versatile lighting
console available.

ChainMaster BGV-D8 Hoist
The compact form, robust aluminium
casing and low unladen weight of
ChainMaster rigging lifts guarantee
optimal handling in day-to-day
use.An extensive selection of

Robert Juliat Cyrano
Cyrano’s narrow beam angle is
suited to super-long throw distances
found in the largest theatres and
stadia. Its unique dimmer shutter
gives Cyrano a superb dimming

optional fittings and accessories
allow worldwide use in line with the
widest range of requirement criteria.

ability - making it indispensable for
opera houses and large TV shows.
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Lastest News

Ayrton Diablo takes Singapore by storm

Ayrton’s powerful, compact Diablo profile fixture has been taking the Singapore 
region by storm. Creative Technology Asia Pacific and Yale-NUS College are 
just two of the latest organisations in Singapore to invest in this compact LED 
fixture which were supplied by Ayrton’s exclusive distributor for the region, Total 
Solution Marketing Pte Ltd.....

Read More

grandMA3 Consoles Take Center Stage at 
Super Bowl Halftime Show 
grandMA3 consoles made their 
Super Bowl Halftime Show debut at 
Miami’s Hard Rock Stadium where they 
joined a complement of grandMA2 
boards to control video elements, stage 
effects and the LED wristbands worn by 
approximately 65,000 spectators.....

Read More

Vari-lite Dominates King Up Final Lighting 
designer Koert Vermeulen, of 
Belgium-based consultancy ACTLD, 
utilized an entirely Vari-Lite moving light 
rig to create a versatile, stadium-scale 
design for the prestigious King 
Cup Final in Riyadh.His creation, 
for event producer Maestro Group, 
used no fewer than 350 fixtures from 
the pioneering brand, including some of 
its very latest models......

Read More

https://www.tsm-int.com/2020/03/ayrton-diablo-takes-singapore-by-storm/


Ovation CYC 1 FC is super sleek, ultra-
quiet, and ideal for applications
where silent operation is paramount.
The unit realistically renders nearly
any color at full saturation with the
advanced RGBAL color-mixing
system found in our Full Color
Ovation fixtures.

Read More
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